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Abstract
Virtual-to-physical memory translation is becoming an increasingly dominant cost in workload execution; as data sizes scale, up to four memory accesses are required per translation, and 24 in virtualised systems. However, the radix trees in use today to hold these translations have many favourable properties, including cacheability, ability to fit in conventional 4 KiB page frames, and a sparse representation. They are therefore unlikely to be replaced in the near future.

In this paper we argue that these structures are actually too sparse for modern workloads, so many of the overheads are unnecessary. Instead, where appropriate, we expand groups of 4 KiB layers, each able to translate 9 bits of address space, into a single 2 MiB layer, able to translate 18 bits in a single memory access. These fit in the standard huge-page allocations used by most conventional operating systems and architectures. With minor extensions to the page-table-walker structures to support these, and aid in their cacheability, we can reduce memory accesses per walk by 27%, or 56% for virtualised systems, without significant memory overhead.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Virtual memory; • Computer systems organization → Architectures.

Keywords: Virtual Memory, Virtualisation

1 Introduction
As working sets increase in size, page-table translation is becoming more expensive [7, 8, 12, 24], accounting for up to 50% of the execution time of emerging workloads [38].

Performing virtual-to-physical translation by using four-level radix tables, the standard solution in use today, has many compelling benefits. Each layer fits within a standard 4 KiB page frame, which can be allocated like any other user-space data, avoiding external fragmentation. This allows the structure to be stored sparsely: rather than mapping all 48 bits of the address space, requiring 512 GiB of space just for the table, any tree paths without data can be left unallocated. While other structures have been proposed, such as hashtable-based storage [21, 38, 40, 45], the predictability and cacheability [45] of radix trees for small working sets, and their ease of allocation into conventional page frames, has kept them as the structure of choice for modern systems.

Still, this sparsity results in costly worst cases, of four memory accesses per translation in standard setups, and 24 in virtualised systems [23]. Though many accesses can be hidden with caching, as workload sizes increase, the cost of long chains of high-latency memory accesses becomes untenable. With 5-layer translations becoming necessary [15], the worst case becomes 35 accesses.

We argue that the radix-tree structure is often stored too sparsely, causing unnecessary memory accesses. Conveniently, most modern architectures and operating systems also support huge pages [32] of 2 MiB in size for user data. We propose utilizing these to merge adjacent layers, translating 18 bits in a single memory access, rather than 9 bits each in two, in regions where the structure is densely occupied. We handle the implications of complexities in terms of common caching systems, allowing the overlapping of densified structures where favorable, and in combination with transparent huge-page support. Compendia naturally extends to virtualised environments, where the need for high-performance and easily compatible solutions is even more pressing [4, 29].

Compendia gives 5.5% speedup (41% maximum) across a large set of translation-intensive workloads in conventional setups and 18% (70% maximum) on virtualised systems. This is achieved by bringing down the average number of memory accesses per TLB miss from 1.39 to 1.01; very close to optimal. It combines well with transparent huge pages, where it can give a further 60% speedup on large datasets.
2 Background

2.1 Page-Table Walks

Systems with 64-bit word sizes typically use 48-bit virtual addresses, which are translated to physical frames using a four-layer radix-tree translation [14]. Each page is 4 KiB in size, which requires 12 bits from the address to access each byte within the page or frame; the other 36 bits are translated 9 bits at a time in the radix tree (figure 1). We use the first 9 bits to look up one of 512 64-bit word-sized entries in the Page Global Directory (in Linux terminology [14]). This gives us an element of the form shown in figure 2, including control bits and the physical frame the relevant 4 KiB PUD entry is stored in. We then use the next 9 bits to perform a similar lookup in the relevant PUD frame to find the frame of the relevant PMD, and then the PTE, giving the frame of the translated page, to which we add the 12-bit offset.

This four-layer hierarchy covers 256 TiB of addressable space. Although this is considerably larger than the physical memory of most machines, five-layer translations, to cover 128 PiB of space [15], are becoming increasingly necessary for high-end systems, especially when coupled with the use of memory-mapped I/O.

This radix-tree structure provides two useful properties. Splitting the translation between many different frames means we can leave parts of the hierarchy sparsely allocated, by storing zero entries to unpopulated parts of the page table. This avoids the page table itself taking up 512 GiB of memory for applications that typically do not use all of the space. It also allows the radix tree to be implemented via the same 4 KiB frames that virtual memory itself is allocated in.

Still, this gives a worst case of five memory accesses in total for a single load from a virtual address. This is tolerable for many workloads since these accesses are often very cacheable. Each TLB entry allows access to 4 KiB of memory by storing the relevant virtual-to-physical mapping. Page-table structures themselves are also very cacheable, and use dedicated caches for this purpose [7, 42], as each higher level covers exponentially more data: a single PMD entry gives access to 512 PTE entries, so if the PMD entry is cached then a single translation memory access reaches 2 MiB of data, and a single cached PUD entry reaches 1 GiB in two accesses. However, performance is tied to workload size, and large workloads with complex memory patterns spend the majority of their run-time handling misses [24].

2.2 Huge Pages

A widely deployed existing solution is Huge Pages. Typically, this is where 4 KiB, 2 MiB, and possibly 1 GiB frames are all supported as units of contiguous allocation. Each increase in size both removes a layer of the radix table (figure 3), from the least cacheable end, and allows each TLB entry to cover a wider portion of the address space, thus reducing the number of page-table walks as well as their cost. The Linux kernel provides transparent huge-page support, where allocation into a 2 MiB frame is implemented automatically when applicable, and can be treated identically to 4 KiB pages from the programmer’s perspective. Still, huge-page support is no panacea; translation overheads remain high for many workloads [24]. Heterogeneity in page size often degrades performance via physical-memory fragmentation [24, 26, 32, 33], and has limited support in many operating systems [22].

2.3 Virtualisation

The standard setup for virtualised systems, where multiple guest operating systems can run above a host OS, is a two-dimensional nested page table [23]: guest virtual addresses (gVAs) are translated to virtualised guest physical addresses (gPAs), which are translated to the system’s true host physical addresses (hPAs). This gives the virtualised operating system the ability to map and unmap its guest physical pages, which are then in turn translated to the host’s view of memory. As each translation in each dimension involves a four-level page-table walk, this multiplies to 24 memory accesses per virtual-to-physical translation (figure 4). With five-layer

---

1This size is chosen because 2 MiB of space can be indexed in 21 bits: 12 bits of standard 4 KiB frames, and 9 bits from the now-eliminated PTE.
As datasets grow, page-table walks become a significant cause of performance loss. In figure 5, with 4 KiB pages, a significant proportion of clock cycles are spent performing page-table walks, even with small data sets, on a modern Intel Skylake Xeon W-2195 server running the RandomAccess benchmark [27]. Up to 256 MiB, this is only the effect of a single memory-access miss (the PTE): accesses in the first three stages of the page table are in similar regions and so are cacheable [7, 42], the misses can be overlapped through having multiple page-table walkers, and so performance is only mildly impacted. The spike at 16 MiB, reproducible both on multiple systems and with the number of iterations increased to extend run-time, therefore does not impact performance significantly. However, from 256 MiB onwards we see the effects of the third level (PMD) becoming uncachable, and thus slowdown. Finally, the second level (PUD) starts to miss from around 8 GiB onwards, causing further detriment.

Compendia reduces sparsity in regions of the page table where this sparsity is unwarranted, reducing the number of memory accesses needed for a virtual-to-physical address translation, in particular, those that need to access DRAM. Adjacent layers of the table are merged once their occupancy reaches a threshold. This merging can occur either at the top level between the PGD and PUD (figure 6), between the middle PUD and PMD layers, and/or between the PMD and PTE layers closest to the translated frame.

Compendia frames fit within existing physical frames supported by common operating systems; that is, 4 KiB and 2 MiB Compendia frames translate 18 bits in one access.

Figure 5. CPU cycles of execution time per megabyte of data input (left), and fraction of cycles with active page-table walks (right), on RandomAccess, with increasing dataset sizes for 4 KiB and 2 MiB pages. If execution time increased proportionately with input size, Cycles per Megabyte would be flat. When spikes in DTLB Load Walk Time Ratio correlate with Cycles per Megabyte, an extra layer of page-table-walk cache misses (PGD→PUD→PMD) occurs.

57-bit translations [15], this increases to 35 accesses. The alternative of shadow paging [43], where a one-dimensional mapping translates straight from gVAs to hPAs, is not implemented in today’s systems; it requires heavy software cleanup to invalidate incorrect mappings on updates to the table, for every process in the guest OS [18].

For small workloads, many accesses are hidden through caching [7], via TLBs and page-table caches for both guest and the host tables. However, the linear performance loss with increasing data size in single-dimension translations becomes quadratic, rapidly slowing large workloads [29].

Figure 6. If we are willing to sacrifice some sparsity of our data structure, then levels of the radix tree can be flattened, reducing the total number of memory accesses.

Transparents huge-page support, with 2 MiB pages, eliminates this wasted time for small data sizes, as there are no PTE memory accesses, but by 4,096 MiB of input we start to see significant time spent on page-table walks. Even though the resulting code is still faster than with 4 KiB pages, we still see observable performance drops as a result. The gap narrows towards the right of the graph, as even transparent huge-page translation starts to require multiple memory accesses. A significant amount of performance is lost on the table, with or without transparent huge pages, and the cost increases dramatically with increased working sets.

Four-stage radix-tree page tables were designed for an era when memory was in short supply; they allow for page-table mappings to be stored very sparsely. We argue that this sparsity is now unnecessary in many circumstances, and results in needless memory accesses. At the same time, the cacheability of such structures make radix trees difficult to beat. To avoid these unnecessary memory accesses, caused purely by the data structure being overly sparse, we can merge multiple levels together into a single level, or node, of the radix tree (figure 6), whenever a significant proportion of entries in a given region are mapped (i.e., when lack of sparsity causes few memory savings). This means we only need to perform a single memory access, instead of two, for those merged levels, reducing the number of memory accesses and thus the cost of each page-table walk.
2 MiB regions. This simplifies implementation and limits fragmentation [34], by allowing the operating system to use its existing layout systems to allocate frames for the page table. Conveniently, 2 MiB is the correct amount of space needed to merge two layers, transforming a set of 513 512-entry 4 KiB frames into one 262,144-entry 2 MiB frame.

As Compendia does not change the format of user pages, the only change that needs to be made to the operating system kernel is within the page-table walker logic, and the page-table structure itself, to support allocation and merging decisions, and interpret the new format. Though hardware page-table walkers need modification to support indexing into the new flattened structure, this is a trivial extension of the state machine logic, and the TLB is unaltered.

4.1 Selective Densification

Merging levels of the page table will not always be desirable; for many applications, the page table is sparsely populated, as much of the address space is not allocated. At one extreme, when all virtual addresses within a 1 GiB region (512 × 512×4 KiB) of the page table, coverable by two 4 KiB-based layers, are mapped, then all possible 513 4 KiB frames within those two layers will be backed by physical frames. In this case, merging these into a single 2 MiB layer will cause no further space utilisation. By contrast, if only a single 4 KiB page of virtual address space is mapped within a 1 GiB region, then the two mapped 4 KiB frames in the two layers will expand 256-fold.

Our implementation densifies a layer with its child layer when an eighth of its 512 children are non-zero.\(^2\) This strategy avoids measuring the occupancy of any other frames in the system, and strikes a balance between occupancy and density. It also avoids measurable overhead to check this condition, as no merging occurs under alterations to only the PTE layer of the page table. The theoretical worst overhead from this is when we have 52 non-zero entries in our frame, each containing only a single 4 KiB mapping within them. This would cause a 5× overhead once the mapped data is taken into account. Still, this pattern of sparsity is unlikely, and so overheads are typically low.

We use the same threshold throughout the hierarchy: that is, for merging PGD and PUDs, PUDs and PMDs, or PMDs and PTEs. This is despite the tradeoffs of such merges being different. A single merged PGD/PUD layer will be used for the entire hierarchy, universally reducing the maximum number of memory accesses for a translation by one. However, most PGD entries are likely to be cached, as only a small fraction of the 48-bit virtual address space will be in active use for most workloads, and so PMD/PTE merges are more likely to reduce memory accesses to DRAM. Other thresholding options are available, and can be built into a given software operating system without impacting any hardware; for example, many workloads could be densified when a large contiguous block is requested all at once.

In our implementation, we only merge two 4 KiB layers into one 2 MiB layer, though we do this at multiple points in the hierarchy. We could go further, densifying three layers into 1 GiB. With current RAM sizes, this would often come at significant overhead and fragmentation, though future systems may benefit. Though this happens in none of our workloads, theoretically, parts of the page table may become significantly less occupied over time. In this case, the 2 MiB Compendia frame can be unmerged into 513 4 KiB entries, with each 4 KiB page-table frame that is entirely zero left unmapped. For hysteresis, this should occur at a lower threshold than the merging (\(\frac{1}{8}\) in our case), and many other heuristics can be added to kernel software to best make use of densification and undensification.

4.2 Huge and Overlap Bits

To identify that we are about to access a Compendia frame, and thus we should use the following 18 bits of the virtual address to index into the next frame rather than the following 9,\(^4\) we add the H, or huge bit into our base register, PGD, and PUD entries, to indicate a merging of PGD/PUD, PUD/PMD, and PMD/PTE, respectively (figure 7). We also add a new 0, or overlap bit, to indicate that we should use the previous 9 bits along with the next 9 bits to index into the next level, so that our Compendia frames can overlap (section 4.4) with each other while responding well to caching (section 4.3).

These bits are stored in the currently ignored region of table entries, as shown in figure 7. Alternatively, they could be stored in the least significant bits of the page-table frame index: when bit 7, or _PAGE_BIT_PSE [1] is set, we know that the following frame is large, as currently used for huge-page support of user addresses. Since Compendia frames, like huge pages, are aligned to 2 MiB boundaries, the least significant bits of the frame index within the page-table entry (or PGD, PUD or PMD) can be used to distinguish the states.

\(^2\)The 513th entry is used to index the other 512, and so disappears once merged into a single flat 2 MiB index.

\(^3\)We chose \(\frac{1}{8}\) before experimentation to avoid cherry picking, and to control the theoretical worst-case overhead. Varying this threshold yields similar performance numbers across a wide range of values since the page table is locally very dense where merges occur.

\(^4\)For a 48-bit address, 9 bits are used to index into each of the PGD, PUD, PMD and PTE, with the final 12 bits indexing into the 4KiB user frame.

**Figure 7.** We add two bits within the ignored region [1] of our radix-tree layers: the first, H, indicates that we are pointing to a merged 2 MiB frame. The second, O, is used to denote overlap, to improve caching (section 4.3).
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4.3 Interaction with Caching
Theoretically, in a densely occupied region of memory, Com-
pendia can bring the total number of memory accesses re-
quired for address translation down from four to two, by
merging the PGD with the PUD and the PMD with the PTE.
However, this ignores the impact of caching. Typically, the
page-table-walker caches [42] will attempt to cache the first
three layers (the PTE stores the final mapping, which is im-
plitely cached by the TLB), and for small working-set sizes,
all used elements from the first two levels will be cached
entirely. Often the benefit of Compendia will be to avoid a
separate memory access of both the PMD and PTE, by merg-
ing into a combined PMD/PTE, and only for larger workloads,
especially when using transparent huge pages to eliminate
the PTE layer, will the PGD or PUD start to be impacted.

Compendia frames are designed to minimize the total num-
er of memory accesses, with the expectation that caching
will hide much of the latency to earlier levels of the radix
tree, and so that merging of levels never results in worse
behaviour than a baseline system even with caching. This
includes when levels can overlap, as discussed next.

4.4 Overlapping of Compendia Frames
We can densify at multiple different levels at once. In the ex-
ample in figure 8, we are presented with two options: either
densify the PGD/PUD and PMD/PTE, resulting in a maxi-
mum of two memory accesses, or densify the middle layer,
resulting in three. Any other combinations would cause over-
ap in the bits translated at each level, adding redundancy
into the data structure, without reducing memory access
count down a linear path. Still, with complex patterns of den-
sity down different branches, overlapping may be favourable,
and thus we must support it in a way that caches effectively.

4.4.1 Linear Overlap. The choice of merging PGD/PUDs
and PMD/PTEs, over separate PGDs and PTEs with a merged
PUD/PMD pair (figure 8), has two benefits in its favour. First
is the reduction in the total number of layers. The second is
in terms of cacheability. As the total number of entries, and
thus frames, increases exponentially (by a factor of 512 each
round) along the four-layer hierarchy, PMD layers are less
cacheable than PUD layers, as we are likely to access more
PMDs than PUDs in a given working set. A merging of the
PUD and PMD layers effectively eliminates the PUD memory
access, and a merging of the PMD and PTEs eliminates the
PMD access. But if the PUD element is already likely to be
cached, this is of less benefit. We should prioritise merging
layers closer to the final translation when there is conflict.

4.4.2 Branching Overlap. In reality our data structure is a
complex, branching tree, with 512 children at every layer,
rather than the linear section shown in figure 8. This makes
our decision more complex, as shown in figure 9. In these
elements the PUD is occupied enough to be a candidate for
PUD/PMD merging, as is the PMD at the top of the diagrams.
However, the bottom PMD/PTE pair does not reach this
threshold. If we avoid overlap, then we are presented with
two options. The first, figure 9(a), keeps the densification in
the leaf nodes of the tree where it is most likely to be useful,
but gives no benefit to the bottom PMD/PTE pair. The second,
figure 9(b), benefits all, but is likely to underperform in the
presence of a cache, relative to figure 9(a).

To get the best of both worlds, we can overlap (figure 9(c))
by storing redundant copies of data in each level. This means
that, in our PUD/PMD in figure 9(c), there will be 512 en-
tries all pointing to the base of the same PMD/PTE table—
the “PMD” region displayed in figure 10. We index into the
PMD/PTE by using both the previous 9 bits we used for the
PMD part of the PUD/PMD, as well as the next 9 bits for the
PTE part that would otherwise be standard, and so we
denote this using the 0 or overlap bit in the header metadata
(section 4.2). The next time we access a different element
within this PMD/PTE, the relevant base will be stored in the
cache. This means that, though we gain no benefit from the
merged PMD/PTE table in our first access, duplicating the
merging at the PUD/PMD layer, future cached accesses can
directly load from the PMD/PTE layer with a single access,
unlike with split PMD and PTE layers, which require two.

4.4.3 Multi-Layer Branching Overlap. We may have a
scenario as shown in figure 11(a), where we have three lay-
ers of intersecting densification. The setup described so far
causes a redundant memory access: we could reach a PTE
value in the top merged PMD/PTE in two memory accesses
(one in the PGD/PUD and one in the PMD/PTE), but as the “PUD” layer contains 512 copies of the pointer to the
PUD/PMD frame, we indirect through three.

To solve this, when the next-but-one layer is densified,
replace individual elements in the 512-element range
that correspond to a dense later level with a direct pointer,
as shown in figure 11(b), while leaving the ‘overlap’ value
to the PUD/PMD in place for any layers without merged
PMD/PTEs. If the PUD layer either contains few non-zero en-
tries, or mostly points to merged PMD/PTE entries (the two
are equivalent here, as neither benefit from PUD/PMD den-
sification), then it will be eliminated entirely. The PGD/PUD

Figure 8. When multiple levels feature the requisite level of
density, then we are faced with a choice in how to densify the
merged radix-tree levels. Typically, it is best to merge closer
to the PTE, as the number of entries increases exponentially
down the hierarchy, and thus entries become less cacheable.
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Density is pushed to the end of the tree where it is most likely to be useful, but the longest path is through four frames.

The longest path is three frames, but with sparsity at the end, increasing memory accesses under caching.

To get the best of both worlds, we overlap Compendia frames, where information is redundant between levels.

Figure 9. With different density patterns down each path, there is a conflict over the best pattern for each branch. In this example, we assume that the top PMD/PTE level in each diagram is sufficiently occupied to be dense, but the bottom one is not.

Figure 10. Instead of storing 512 different offsets into a Compendia frame within the previous level under overlap, we store 512 copies of the base, each carrying the ‘O’ bit to indicate the need to index with the previous 9 bits as well as the next. This adds the base of the entire PMD/PTE frame to the cache for next time, avoiding PUD/PMD lookup.

will then point to the relevant 4 KiB PMD entries instead, for layers that have not merged into PMD/PTE layers.

An access into the top PMD/PTE may still go through the PUD/PMD layer, even though we can access it directly from the PGD/PUD. The PUD/PMD layer may be cached, avoiding the lookup in the PGD/PUD. Still, this does not involve redundant work: we simply look up the relevant element for the PMD/PTE using the offset value in the “PMD” layer of the PUD/PMD instead of the PGD/PUD.

4.5 Huge-Page Support

Transparent huge pages (THPs), where user pages can map to 2 MiB frames, are conceptually similar to Compendia: both involve combining 4 KiB and 2 MiB pages to limit virtual-transformation overheads. Each has value separately or together.

For an access along a fully densified path, a Compendia translation takes two memory accesses; in existing page tables, three memory accesses are required to translate a 2 MiB huge page. Still, this ignores the effect of caching, both in page-table-walker caches and the TLB.

For smaller working sets, the only cache misses in a walk will be at the PMD and PTE levels. Both Compendia and THPs typically turn these into a single miss instead of two: Compendia through layer merging, and THPs through eliminating the PTE entry, by 2 MiB-aligning the user frames. A single TLB entry in a THP setup will cover an entire 2 MiB frame; with a Compendia-only setup, each 4 KiB user frame will be translated and stored in the TLB separately.

Compendia offers a simpler upgrade path than THP for operating systems with heavy reliance on 4 KiB pages [22], as it means that applications do not need to be exposed to 2 MiB page frames. Since 2 MiB frames are limited to the page table itself in Compendia, less fragmentation [34] in frame allocation occurs: each 4 KiB user page can be (de)allocated separately, and a single 2 MiB Compendia frame can cover 1 GiB of data, rather than requiring 512 separate 2 MiB THPs.

Still, the two techniques coexist well. As with conventional page tables, we can store huge-page frame mappings in Compendia’s PMD layer, eliminating the PTE layer for that frame, making a PMD/PTE merge useless, and thus making a PUD/PMD merge desirable. With Compendia and transparent huge pages combined, we can translate an address with a single memory access provided the PGD entry alone is cached, removing the need to have a cache large enough.

Figure 11. We can overlap dense frames to support complex branching sparsity and density throughout our page table, without sacrificing number of memory accesses.
When extended to five levels (figure 12(a)), it is impossible for 4 KiB pages to travel entirely via 2 MiB frames, due to increased cache pressure without Compendia. Still, we will see that with Compendia the average number of memory accesses reduces significantly, even where the non-virtualised system faces little improvement, due to increased cache pressure without Compendia.

4.6 Five-Layer Page Tables
When extended to five levels [15] (figure 12(a)), it is impossible for translations of 4 KiB pages to travel entirely via 2 MiB Compendia frames. This means that even down a single linear path we must make a choice over which of the levels to densify. The top-level PGD is highly cacheable, as each entry covers a large portion of the address space, so density is best pushed to the lower levels (figure 12(b)), where it is more likely to reduce the number of accesses to main memory.

However, this ignores that this five-level setup, designed for systems with very large addressing requirements and thus a large amount of memory, will likely also be using huge pages for data. In this case, the PTE level is unnecessary, and so most memory accesses will likely go through a four-level PGD-P4D-PMD translation. At this point, a merging of PGD/P4D and PUD/PMD is the most sensible setup; Compendia can adapt to these dynamically, with coexistence of 4 KiB and 2 MiB pages, via overlapping (section 4.4).

4.7 Virtualisation Support
In a virtualised setup, the four-memory-access worst case for a single layer of translation is replaced with a 24-access worst case for a dual-layer setup (figure 4). Compendia can reduce this at both layers. Regardless of the density distribution within the virtualised system’s mapping from guest virtual addresses (gVA) to guest physical addresses (gPA), and even if the guest does not support huge pages in any form, we can still densify the translation layer from guest physical addresses to host physical addresses (hPA). Indeed, there is little need for sparsity at all in this intermediate translation layer [4]. Since the utilised guest physical addresses can be allocated like true physical addresses, starting from 0 and moving upwards, past a small threshold for low-memory virtualised systems, we can store our hierarchy entirely as two-level Compendia frames. A linear mapping would suffice [4], since no sparsity is necessary. However, Compendia in a radix-tree format allows intercompatibility using the same setup as a non-virtualised system, and avoids fragmentation [34] by allowing all system-level allocations to fit into standard 4 KiB and 2 MiB frames.

Densifying at the host level alone, in its gPA to hPA mappings, allows us to reduce the worst case from 24 to 14 accesses (figure 13(a)). However, as with a conventional single-layer mapping, depending on density within the guest’s gVA to gPA mapping, we can also densify further within that layer. This can bring the worst case down further, to 8 total accesses (figure 13(b)). Again, as with the single-layer version, many of these accesses may be cached, and the gPMD/PTE and hPMD/PTE may be the most useful merges in practice; typically higher levels will be cached both with and without Compendia. Still, we will see that with Compendia the average number of memory accesses reduces significantly, even where the non-virtualised system faces little improvement, due to increased cache pressure without Compendia.

4.8 Summary
This section has introduced the complexities and implementation details of Compendia, where we selectively densify groups of two layers of 4 KiB page table entries into 2 MiB huge pages, able to cover 18 bits of address space in a single access instead of 9. Ignoring caches, for densely populated regions we can exchange four memory accesses on pagetable walks for two, or 24 for eight in virtualised cases. With caches, we can allocate densified Compendia frames in such a way as to optimise cache coverage, by redesigning metadata in areas where the new dense levels overlap to store the most useful value in the cache. In the next section, we will look at how this affects the performance of real workloads, in the presence of a typical caching environment.
Even if a workload’s page table is sparsely populated, or does not support 2 MiB pages at all (within the page table or data), Compendia still gives benefit, reducing 24 accesses (figure 4) to 14.

If the guest page table also features some regions of density in its mapping, this can be reduced further to eight.

Figure 13. There is no need for guest physical addresses (gPAs) to have a sparse mapping to hypervisor physical addresses: we can allocate gPAs starting at 0 and moving upwards. This means we can significantly reduce the number of memory accesses in virtualised setups.

5 Experimental Setup

To simulate our system, we use BadgerTrap [19], a Linux-kernel modification to instrument TLB misses. We added support for our dense Compendia format, along with relevant structures in the page tables. Our simulator then counts the number of memory accesses required to service each TLB miss (64-element L1, 1024-element L2 TLBs), both with and without Compendia, for both standard and virtualised setups. These memory accesses go through a cache simulation, where we assume a 64-entry 8-way-associative unified cache for PGD, PUD and PMD layers, sized to be realistic compared with real-world systems [42]. Cache-hit costs are assumed to be negligible relative to main-memory accesses. For virtualisation, the cache and TLB store direct gVA-hPA mappings, whereas the page table uses separate two-dimensional gVA-gPA and gPA-hPA mappings, as is typical [23], and a separate 64-entry 8-way-associative cache for gPA-hPA mappings.

We ported BadgerTrap [19] to Linux Kernel 4.4.0, running on Ubuntu 16.04 on an x86-64 machine, and ran workloads on top of this. We use this to generate the number of memory accesses per TLB miss, both before and after Compendia support, and both with and without virtualised nested page tables. To estimate speedup, we first collect cycles spent on page misses, by using Perf to access hardware performance counters, averaged over three successive runs. On an out-of-order superscalar this is not a direct measure of the cost of memory translation, since multiple translations can occur simultaneously with computation, so we combine this with a per-workload “savable page-walker cycle” factor, calculated using the method from Guvenilir and Patt [20]. We then take the time spent on page walks, the “savable page-walker cycle” factor, and the reduction in page-table memory accesses from our BadgerTrap simulator, and interpolate to derive speedup.

We also measured the overhead of a Compendia merge in isolation. This takes approximately 20 microseconds. In figure 16(a), all page-table sizes are below 30 MiB and so merging to 2 MiB frames means at most 15 merges. The total cost of this is therefore less than 3 milliseconds for workloads that take hundreds to thousands of seconds to complete. Since this is smaller than the noise of successive runs, we do not consider it further in the evaluation.

We look at the translation-bound workloads evaluated in two recent papers [20, 38]: RandomAccess taken from HPC Challenge [27] with 8 GiB of input unless otherwise specified, Graph500 [30] (-s 24 -e 20), SPEC CPU2017 [13] using ref inputs, GraphBIG [31] using the standard 8 GiB synthetic graph, XSBench [41] (large), and Dbx1000 [46] (TPCC -n32 and YCSB -s20000000). We first look at 4KiB pages within applications, to allow simulation on workloads with moderate dataset sizes while still requiring multiple accesses per miss. We then combine with transparent huge pages at large dataset sizes, to show Compendia more generally.

6 Evaluation

In a standard setup, Compendia support brings down the average number of memory accesses per TLB miss from 1.39 to 1.01. In virtualised systems, an average of 3.77 is reduced to just 2.04, very close to the ideal of 2. This results in speedups of 5.5% and 18%, respectively.

6.1 Analysis

Figure 14 shows average number of memory accesses per TLB miss before and after Compendia support for a non-virtualised system, along with speedup. An average of 1.39 memory accesses per walk is reduced to just 1.01, and is rarely above the ideal of a single memory access per walk. This results in a geometric mean speedup of 5.5% (maximum 41%).

RandAcc gains the biggest speedup, and largest reduction in average number of memory accesses per walk. This is because it follows a very random memory-access pattern, and thus its TLB misses are both frequent, and not temporally local in either of the PMD or PTE levels of the four-stage hierarchy. While the PGD and PUD levels are usually cached, since the dataset fits within few entries at this stage, Compendia support effectively eliminates PMD misses. Graph500 closely follows; it too spends a large proportion (70%) of its execution time on page-table walking, and so the significant reduction in memory accesses gives significant benefit. By contrast, though the GraphBIG workloads (BFS-PR) are also graph workloads and also see a large reduction in memory
accesses per miss, their speedup is smaller but still significant; the dynamic graph structure they use is slower than the static CSR structures used in Graph500, but more local, and so TLB hits are more frequent. This is also true for Dbx1000, where a similar memory-access improvement to Graph500 results in only a moderate performance improvement.

Xalancbmk sees no significant speedup. This is because its memory accesses are local within the page-table cache, and the dataset is small, and so even though the workload spends 7% of its execution time on page-table walks, the PMD entries are cacheable, and so it reaches an ideal number of memory accesses per walk regardless of Compendia support. Many of the other SPEC CPU2017 workloads show the same to a lesser degree; their working-set sizes are often small (figure 16(b)) and/or local, and so we should expect comparatively less benefit than for workloads with larger data sizes that use multiple PMD and PUD entries.

All but one workload has its number of memory accesses per TLB miss reduced to ideal levels; the exception is CactuBSSN, which requires either a larger 128-sized page-table cache, or combining Compendia with transparent huge pages, to reduce to one access per miss. Still, for this particular workload, the performance impact is negligible, as though it often requires multiple loads per TLB miss, TLB hits are common.

The results shown in the figures assume the default $\frac{1}{8}$ threshold (section 4.1), though performance, and memory consumption, is stable with varying thresholds. Extreme values ($\frac{1}{2}$) avoid any densification for workloads with small working sets consisting of many small objects, like Xalancbmk, and thus any speedup or memory overhead. Workloads that allocate dense blocks of memory, like RandAcc, still achieve the majority of their total performance improvement, reduced slightly by levels closer to the root being left undensified even with dense occupancy lower down. Low values of $\frac{1}{16}$ give similar performance and memory overhead to the default; however, densification of all levels regardless of occupancy, with no 4 KiB levels, causes table size to exceed user-allocated memory in some cases in our test set.

6.2 Performance Versus Input Size

In figure 15, we look in more detail at how dataset sizes affect memory access per miss and thus performance improvement, and combination with transparent huge pages. On RandAcc, until 128 MiB, Compendia support does not affect the workload at all; the PGD, PUD and PMD layers are cached, and thus no memory accesses are eliminated. From 128 MiB onwards, however, as previously observed in figure 5, we start to see slowdown from misses in the PMD layer that we can eliminate by merging the PMD/PTE layers, returning to a single memory access per page-table miss. In effect, Compendia allows a 512-fold increase in dataset size before memory accesses start increasing past this ideal, by improving the utility of cached elements by the same amount. From 32 GiB onwards, while Compendia still improves the situation, both it and transparent huge pages cannot achieve the ideal of 1 access per translation without being combined.

In terms of accesses per miss, Compendia performs similarly to transparent huge pages (THP), even though theoretically for very large data sizes the latter requires three accesses instead of two, as with the data sizes observed. Both, in effect, eliminate the PTE access, either by merging it with the PMD or removing it entirely respectively. Compendia achieves this while reducing the number of huge pages compared with THP, limited by fragmentation in practice [34], by a factor of 512, by allocating all application data in 4 KiB frames. Still, for small data sizes up to 8 GiB, transparent huge pages perform better despite the similar number of accesses per walk, as though they perform similarly in the page-table cache, the larger, more cacheable 2 MiB TLB entries for the 2 MiB user pages in transparent huge pages cause fewer walks to occur when some locality is observed. However, once this locality disappears with larger data, these benefits vanish, and their performance is comparable. Past 32 GiB, the best performance can only be obtained by combining the two approaches, so that only a single PUD/PMD merged access is required per walk. Larger caches increase the point where both are needed by a linear factor, whereas
the switch to Compendia and THPs each provide an effective factor of 512× improvement in capacity respectively.

### 6.3 Memory Consumption

Figure 16(a) shows memory consumption of the page tables before and after Compendia support; figure 16(b) shows the total memory consumption per application. On average, memory consumption of the entire application is only increased by 0.06% as a result. Still, some workloads (Xalancbmk and Omnetpp) do see a significant increase in the size of the tables themselves. This is because, at small table sizes, the densification of even a single group of 4 KiB pages into a 2 MiB page is enough to make a significant impact on the size of the tables themselves. This means that, at small table sizes, the densification of even a single group of 4 KiB pages into a 2 MiB page is enough to make a significant impact on the table size if few of those 4 KiB pages in a region are occupied. This means that the heap in these examples only uses a small fraction of the 1 GiB region covered by a single PMD/PTE merge, but over 12.5% of the PMD’s entries are allocated and thus we densify. Still, even in this case this is a valuable tradeoff, since we still see speedups for Omnetpp, and so setting the threshold higher is likely to be undesirable. As a single 2 MiB Compendia frame is sufficient to cover up to 1 GiB of user data, the doubling in page-table size for Omnetpp and Xalancbmk has a negligible impact on overall resident set size. Omnetpp is close to the minimum merge threshold, and so for smaller workloads that do not reach the threshold will see no change and thus no overhead.

### 6.4 Versus Elastic Cuckoo Hash Page Tables

The most relevant recent work on the topic is Elastic Cuckoo Hash Page Tables [38], which trades off four sequential radix page-table walks for three parallel hash-table accesses. This means that the worst-case latency for a translation is a single memory access, but, unlike a radix tree, there are no highly cacheable upper layers, and so three accesses are always performed on a page walk to translate a 4 KiB page.

In figure 14, once the same cache used for a standard radix table is applied, Compendia almost always also has only a single DRAM-access latency. Since neither technique alters the TLB, and thus suffers page-table walks at the same point, Compendia achieves the same level of performance. In systems that are bandwidth-bound, particularly those with
multiple cores or multiple page-table walkers, then Compendia will improve performance by reducing bandwidth demands by a factor of three.

Still, in the worst case, even with full density in the page-table structure, Compendia has a worst case latency of two, whereas elastic cuckoo techniques can always access their translation in one round. This only applies for large working sets with random accesses, however, and can be mitigated by combining Compendia with transparent huge pages (figure 15). Compendia also uses the same infrastructure as existing radix trees, and fits in the same frames currently used by modern operating systems, avoiding problems of compatibility and memory fragmentation.

6.5 Virtualisation

In virtualised systems, the overheads of multiple walks in the nested layers become quadratic rather than linear. Figure 17 shows the effect on both memory accesses, and associated speedup, for our set of benchmarks. Even the workloads that were negligibly affected in the non-virtualised case show speedup. Most workloads, save for CactuBSSN and Dbx1000, are negligibly above the ideal two accesses per translation, and the remainder could be improved further by using transparent huge-page support and instead merging the PUD and PMD layers in the two-dimensional hierarchy. The geomean speedup is 18%. Conversely, virtualisation overhead without Compendia is 29%. With Compendia this drops to just 9% (or 15% compared to a Compendia baseline). The extra memory overhead on top of figure 16 is negligible, as the gPA-hPA translation is naturally highly dense [4].

6.6 Summary

Compendia support brings about a speedup of 5.5%, and 18% for virtualised systems, while using only 0.06% more memory and while fitting in the same frame allocations and cache infrastructure [42] as existing radix-tree implementations. Even for workloads with large datasets, this typically brings memory accesses per translation down to ideal levels, once caching is taken into account, and Compendia is effective with or without transparent huge-page support.

7 Related Work

Bhattacharjee, Lustig and Martonosi [10] present a comprehensive introduction to the topic of address translation. Below, we categorize the most relevant topics.

7.1 Alternative Virtual-Memory Translation

Compendia extends conventionally used radix-table translation mechanisms. Other mechanisms that deal with the sparsity of virtual-to-physical tables in other ways have been proposed. Huck and Hays introduce the concept of hashed tables [21]. Clustered Page Tables [40] extend this to merge close entries, to provide locality. Both techniques store one table per system, rather than per address space, to avoid storing and resizing many variably sized structures in contiguous physical memory. Elastic Cuckoo Page Tables [38] are a more recent technique, storing one table per address space, by using cuckoo hash tables accessed in parallel, thus trading off bandwidth for latency. Hashed tables can perform fewer memory accesses than radix-tree implementations [45], but suffer from challenges when handling huge pages.

Paging is not the only mechanism by which physical memory can be allocated. Continuous segments can instead be allocated to applications; a recent example of this are Direct Segments [8], where a single large mapping in physical memory is allowed per application. This can be very efficient, by avoiding translation for that region entirely, but it requires application changes, causes fragmentation in memory through requiring contiguity and is unsuitable for applications without a single distinct large region. CARAT [39] replaces paging with software management of physical memory, through a trusted compiler interface. This avoids the need of any paging hardware, at the expense of slowdown.
7.2 Page-Size Changes
The overheads of address translation can also be reduced by supporting larger pages. This can cause applications to miss less frequently than Compendia alone, which is orthogonal to page sizing and can be used concurrently with such techniques. Still, supporting multiple page sizes in user-space can cause compatibility issues and fragmentation [34, 38].

A degree of 2 MiB huge-page support is now common in most operating systems; Navarro et al. [32] discuss the implementation of multiple different page sizes in an operating system. HawkEye [33] and Ingens [26] extend standard transparent huge-page support by handling many of the challenges that supporting multiple page sizes transparently at the application level can come with. Tailored Page Sizes [20] extend the concept, so that any power-of-two frame allocation can be supported and translated. Redundant Memory Mappings [25] achieve a similar effect using a range table.

7.3 Caching
Address translation is cached at two levels. TLBs store the direct virtual-to-physical mapping, avoiding any memory accesses. One way to reduce overheads of the page-table walk is therefore to increase the size of the TLB. POM-TLB [36] and CSALT [28] store a cache of translations in main memory, to access many recently used translations in a single memory access. Other recent work on TLBs readapts them to better support multiple page sizes [16], co designs them with allocators to encode partial coalescing [35], and actively defragments page allocations [44] to assist range-storing TLBs.

The second level is within dedicated page-table-walker caches, which store partial translations of the first three levels of the four-level hierarchy. This caching of sublevels [7] is a large part of why the worst-case performance of radix trees is rarely seen with small datasets. Van Schaik et al. [42] reverse engineer the caches found in today’s systems. Caching can be improved through alternative designs: Bhattacharjee [11] reallocates physical frames for adjacency, to improve coalescing caches, and shares MMU caches between cores.

7.4 Virtualisation and Translation
Nested page tables [9], where a two-dimensional translation, first from guest virtual to guest physical address, then from guest physical to host physical, is performed, are the standard technique used in virtualised setups today. This has a bad worst case of 25 memory accesses, but is often very cacheable, and the structures are easy to update. Shadow pages [43] instead directly transform between guest virtual and host physical addresses, at the expense of increasing the work of the hypervisor, and are thus slower in practice [2]. Agile Paging [18] combines shadow and nested page tables.

Techniques exist to reduce the occurrence of the worst case in nested page-table design: Babelfish [37] shares translations between multiple containers. Thermostat [3] handles the complexity of 2 MiB and 4 KiB page support for memory systems with two-tier properties, for virtualised systems. Prefetched Address Translation [29] (ASAP) utilises layout configurations in the operating system to approximate direct translation, and thus speculatively break linked-list chains in two-dimensional radix tables. Alverti et al. [6] rearrange virtual translation to better provide locality, for prediction.

DVMT [5] allows the application to manage its own translation. Efficient Memory Virtualization [17] applies Direct Segments [8] to virtualised systems. Flat tables [4] observes that the intermediate layer can be flattened, reducing to a worst case of eight. In many ways, the translation of gPAs to hPAs in Compendia uses the same property, but instead structures the data in standard 2 MiB frames rather than table-specific allocation regions, and allows use of the same structures as in non-virtualised systems. Compendia also allows the use of sparsity in mappings where it is desirable.

8 Conclusion
Compendia is an extension to the standard four-level radix-tree design to utilize regions of density within the virtual-to-physical mapping to reduce translation costs, by merging layers into standard 2 MiB huge pages.

The small number of changes relative to a standard radix tree are trivial to add into existing designs, integrate well with other extensions, such as transparent huge pages, allow the use of conventional radix trees when translations are sparse, and have a negligible impact on memory utilization. In turn, they allow moderate speedups (5.5% geomean, 42% maximum) in conventional setups and larger speedups (18% geomean, 70% maximum) for virtualised systems. With the same caching techniques used for current radix-tree designs, translations can typically be performed with just a single memory access. Compendia is a fast and deployable solution, without pessimistic cases relative to current techniques, that will mitigate bottlenecks as application datasets scale.
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